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Further work was undertaken and movement on the TPC village this, as I had 8 THI 

members to meet up with this weekend, and what fun we all had. Everyone got on really 

well together it was a joy to watch and engage with. This is no longer a promise or pipe 

dream, the village is now unfolding and happening. 4 land lots are now under contract, 

one of them closes next week, and I have 2 checks from 2 separate groups of people to 

have 2 more land lots under contract, possibly by next weeks show. I have considered 

changing my name by deed poll to the title company as I would be quite richer this week. 

The warmth and generosity shown recently to myself and other members is heartening to 

see and experience, everyone wishing to share and help each other out, for that I thank 

you. Some members generosity and desire to help where they can, went to extraordinary 

lengths this past week, you know who you are I thank you for that. We are looking into 

creating a TPC business that will be in part connected to the village and on a wider scale 

later, I will have more details at a later date on that. One of the members of the village is 

in the process of buying a business in the Farmington area, that maybe able to 

accommodate some part time employment for those in the village. The grant team is 

working hard to find out what grants are available to the TPC that we can apply for, that 

will benefit the members of the village and also the wider TPC group. A rarity for this 

show but I will mention the financial support of myself and the TPC. I want to thank all 

who give generously some very generously to both causes, as this is my job the donations 

to me are what keep me going and working on behalf of us all, please give what you can 

afford either via my patreon or paypal and lets keep it rolling. Links are on 

thinkdifferent.thepeoplesclub.org or the show posts on FB and Mewe. The TPC funds 

could do with more participants, we have lots of members and even more listeners and 

yet whilst ever grateful to those who do contribute, the actual numbers of participants in 

the TPC funds are very low, around 140. I am asking for those who haven't contributed to 

donate what you can to the TPC as well, so we can do and help more, this is after all for 

our benefit. Can I just say how proud I am of our communal gatherings even in this early 

stage, as members have all got along with each other and are focusing on the tasks at 

hand. I am sorry I haven't been able to engage as much as I would have liked, but 

fantastic to see you are all pushing on regardless. This is the way forward for us all and I 

am pleased that our group is retaining it's focus and desire to make this a success for us 

all. We are the new version of NATO, Nice Actions Talk Openly. Others promise, we do. 

 

The half-billion-dollar National Guard price tag to man the U.S. Capitol for more than 

five months following the Jan. 6 riot has emptied the Guard's coffers, and will affect 

readiness if Congress does not act, National Guard Bureau Chief Gen. Daniel Hokanson 

said Wednesday. National Guard members were deployed in 2020 for more than 21 

million service days to respond to missions, including the domestic COVID-19 response, 

hurricane relief, fighting wildfires, protecting cities ravaged by the George Floyd 
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protests, and overseas missions. But the Guard’s largest and most expensive mission was 

to protect the U.S. capital, including providing security for the presidential inauguration, 

and the much-criticized militarization of the U.S. Capitol grounds with razor wire and 7-

foot nonscalable fences. The peak deployment in the nation’s capital required 26,000 

service members from all 50 states, U.S. territories, and the District of Columbia. The 

National Guard footed the bill to meet the request by the U.S. Capitol Police, Secret 

Service, Park Service, and others, which did not have adequate personnel or protective 

measures in place, following the breach of the Capitol grounds by pro-Trump rioters on 

Jan. 6. Simple solution is, get Pelosi to pay for all of it, as her and her cronies arranged 

and carried out that staged event for their own gains, split the cost with all media giants 

as well, as they also were complicit. Is this the next stage to replace the National Guard 

as well, by defunding them? At which point do people in those organizations begin to see 

the writing on the wall? This is like the FEMA program in goes lots of funds, out goes 

much of it in false claims via the backdoor to agency controlled private organizations. 

Trump could have stopped that he had the $105B plan to replace FEMA and create 

hundreds of thousands of jobs, like everything else in his tenure, he didn't deliver. 

 

US drugs giant Johnson & Johnson is to pay $230m (£165m) to settle claims it fuelled an 

opioid addiction crisis in New York State. The firm did not admit liability or wrongdoing 

in settling with the state, common theme that as we will find out later. The payments 

remove it from a trial due to begin on Tuesday, in which several large opioid makers and 

distributors are defendants. J&J said the settlements were consistent with a prior 

agreement to pay $5bn to settle US opioid claims. The settlement with New York State 

also calls for J&J to stop selling the painkillers nationwide. And these are the people the 

masses trust to inject themselves with more poisons? Message to the injected masses 

don't forget this week to go out and buy your Johnson & Johnson baby powder, I hear it 

is great for you skin, and has the added bonus of giving you cancer, and then it gets real 

exciting, you can then go and buy more of their pills. 

 

As John Macfee is found in a Spanish cell doing an Epstein and allegedly committed 

suicide, when the authorities where after him for daring to go against the system. The 75-

year-old entrepreneur was arrested on tax evasion charges for failing to file tax returns for 

four years. He has been in jail in Spain since Oct. 6, facing charges that he hid significant 

assets which included real estate and a yacht. His defense lawyers had argued that the 

extradition request was politically motivated and therefore wasn’t appropriate. He 

disagreed with the current monetary system, which has made him public enemy No.1, 

according to court documents released on Wednesday. The US calculates that McAfee 

owed more than $4.2 million in taxes, the documents show. The ruling came as the latest 

setback for McAfee but it wasn't the start of his legal troubles. In March, the SEC 

accused him of hiding crypto currency income of more than $23MM. Manhattan US 

Attorney Audrey Strauss has said McAfee exploited a widely used social media platform 
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and enthusiasm among investors in the emerging crypto currency market to make 

millions through lies and deception. The questions arising from this is, 1. is the SEC 

tracking everyone's crypto currency or is it just selective and those they deem as a threat? 

2. How is it possible or is it a cohen cidence that two high profile people placed in jail, 

which is rare in and of itself, can both commit suicide? 

 

A school has sent a warning message to parents after children discovered using fruit juice 

created a false positive on corona virus tests. Gateacre School in Belle Vale sent out an 

email to parents on Wednesday, June 24, warning them to be vigilant whilst their children 

are taking lateral flow Covid tests.  The email was sent after it came to the attention of 

teachers, pupils had discovered placing droplets of orange juice or other fruit juice on a 

lateral flow test gave a false positive result. On Monday, June 21, Gateacre School told 

pupils in Year 7, 8, 9 and 10 not to attend school while staff carried out track and trace 

work, after a number of students tested positive for Covid-19 over the weekend. The 

school told the ECHO there is no evidence their pupils have been misusing the tests. The 

email read: Nationally, some school students have discovered that placing droplets of 

orange juice or other fruit juice on an LFD test gets a false positive result. In light of this, 

can you be extra vigilant when your child is doing their LFD tests. Also, remind them 

that a positive LFD test must be followed by a confirmatory PCR test. Head teacher 

Gareth Jones insisted the message was sent after they were made aware of students in 

other schools in the country obtaining void or positive results by pouring orange juice 

onto Covid tests. Haha classic, a group of young children can ruin the so called genius' 

and experts test, with orange juice, you have been tango'd. Or perhaps Agents were 

orange'd, more on that later. 

 

An indigenous nation in Canada says it has found another 751 unmarked graves at the 

site of a former residential school in Saskatchewan. The Cowessess First Nation said the 

discovery was the most significantly substantial to date in Canada. It comes weeks after 

the remains of 215 children were found at a similar residential school in British 

Columbia. This is not a mass grave site, these are unmarked graves, said Cowessess 

Chief Cadmus Delorme. The Marieval Indian Residential School was operated by the 

Roman Catholic Church from 1899 to 1997, in the area where Cowessess is now located 

in southeastern Saskatchewan. It is not yet clear if all of the remains are linked to the 

school. It was one of more than 130 compulsory boarding schools funded by the 

Canadian government, and run by religious authorities during the 19th and 20th Centuries 

with the aim of assimilating indigenous youth. An estimated 6,000 children died while 

attending these schools, due in large part to the squalid health conditions inside. Students 

were often housed in poorly built, poorly heated, and unsanitary facilities. Just shocking 

and yet we still have large amounts of people who think that their Governments will look 

after them, what a bunch of conspiracy theorists and nuts they are. How much evidence 
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do you need, before you wake up and not just smell the coffee, but the countless dead 

amongst our peoples? More evidence of it will unfold in our expose later in the show. 

 

A female linguist who worked for the Pentagon in Iraq was sentenced to 23 years behind 

bars for giving classified information to a Hezbollah-tied foreign national. Mariam Taha 

Thompson was charged in May 2020 in federal court with transmitting highly sensitive 

classified national defense information to a foreign national, who she believed would 

provide the information to Lebanese-based Hezbollah, a foreign terrorist organization 

tied to Iran. Hezbollah at the top are ran by Mossad agents - just saying. Remember the 

saying, we fund both sides of the war and profit off both of them, all about the shekels, 

ain't that right Finkelstein? Court records show Thompson signed an extensive statement 

of facts in late January admitting to the covert plot, and she pleaded guilty in March. 

Thompson faced a maximum sentence of up to life imprisonment. The Justice 

Department said Thompson admitted in her guilty plea hearing that beginning in 2017, 

she started communicating with her unindicted co-conspirator using a video-chat feature, 

on a secure text and voice messaging application and that she developed a romantic 

interest in her co-conspirator. Thompson, according to the Justice Department, learned 

that the unindicted co-conspirator had a family member who was in the Lebanese 

Ministry of the Interior, and that the unindicted co-conspirator claimed to have received a 

ring from Hassan Nasrallah, the secretary-general of Lebanese Hezbollah. I guess the 

Israeli junta came down hard on her, as it is subjective these days as to whom is classed 

as a terrorist. To many the terrorists are Israel, stealing and bombing peoples lands and 

homes, and yet the Justice Dept in this country ignores those obvious terrorist attacks, 

and labels all who go against that country as a terrorist. Those who are anti government 

are terrorists, coming soon new classification, those who are unvaxxed are domestic 

terrorists, people may laugh at that comment, but that is exactly how these idiot puppets 

of the Hebrew Annunaki are told to think. 

 

The employees and clients of investment bank Morgan Stanley who have not been fully 

vaccinated against the Wuhan corona virus (COVID-19) will be barred from entering the 

bank’s offices in New York. Starting July 12 all employees, contingent workforce, clients 

and visitors will be required to attest to being fully vaccinated to access Morgan Stanley 

buildings in New York City and Westchester, read an internal memo signed by Chief 

Human Resources Officer Mandell Crawley. The memo added that the vaccine mandate 

was put in place to speed up the process of reopening its offices. Crawley said any 

employee, client or visitor of Morgan Stanley properties in New York will lose their 

privilege to access the building if they remain unvaccinated. He added that the 

overwhelming majority of staff have already reported getting vaccinated. The company 

has already implemented vaccine-only workspaces in some of its divisions, including its 

wealth management and institutional securities divisions. Only one other Wall Street firm 

– BlackRock, the world’s largest asset manager – has banned unvaccinated employees 
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from entering its offices. go figure. Bank of America has made a similar policy. It will 

prioritize the return of vaccinated staff to its offices by early September, the bank said it 

will make arrangements for unvaccinated employees at a later time. Earlier this month, 

Goldman Sachs made it mandatory for staff to disclose their vaccination status. Simple 

solution to correct this is close all your Chase accounts, credit cards and loans and make 

them pay for their cabal level programs. Welcome to Morgan Stanley Bank, we are the 

new leper colony. 

 

To bring to completion a story that THI was the first to highlight within the alt media, the 

Nxium story. US actress Allison Mack has been sentenced to three years in prison for her 

role in the Nxivm sex cult. The 38-year-old admitted racketeering and conspiracy charges 

in April 2019 related to her efforts to recruit women. Last year, cult leader Keith Raniere 

was handed 120 years in prison for multiple crimes, including forcing women to be his 

sexual slaves. 

 

South Africa's former President Jacob Zuma has been sentenced to 15 months in jail by 

the country's highest court. He has been given five days to hand himself in to police. 

Failing that, the police minister must order his arrest. The sentence comes after the 

Constitutional Court found him guilty of contempt for defying its order to appear at an 

inquiry into corruption while he was president. Mr Zuma's time in power, which ended in 

2018, was dogged by graft allegations. Businessmen were accused of conspiring with 

politicians to influence the decision-making process. In a separate legal matter, Mr Zuma 

pleaded not guilty last month in his corruption trial involving a $5bn (£3bn) arms deal 

from the 1990s. 

 

Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau has offered condolences to the dozens of people 

who have died in a record-setting heatwave. Abnormally high temperatures have been 

recorded across North America. Mr Trudeau's comments come after Canada saw a new 

record - 49.6C (121.3F) - for the third day in a row. Predictably he and other clowns 

linked it to climate change, not when the weather manipulators are hanging high and low 

pressure points to create it, it is not. 

 

Another one of the unholy four died this week, Donald Rumsfeld. The guy that brought 

us the poisonous aspartame, the guy involved in the 9/11 plot with the psychopaths Bush 

and Cheney, in alliance lets not forget with Rudy Guilliani. Sympathies to his friends and 

families must be paid, but forgive me for not being too upset that this evil man has now 

passed onto meet his maker.  

 

Earlier this month, when Axios reported that private contractors were finding massive 

amounts of fraud in the state and federal unemployment programs, the news was met 

with disbelief. The amount being discovered was so large, it was estimated that up to half 
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of all unemployment benefits shelled out by the U.S. over the past year – hundreds of 

billions of dollars – may have been stolen. But now the skepticism is being replaced by 

astonishment, as states are starting to verify the reports. Today Maryland announced that 

508,000 unemployment claims have been confirmed as fraudulent in just the last month 

and a half, and 1.3 million since the federal government began offering enhanced benefits 

last year. The state only has 6 million people. Governor Larry Hogan called the number 

astonishing. The state labor department said 92% of the 1.4 million unemployment claims 

it has investigated have turned out to be fraudulent. It has hired private vendor 

LexisNexis to provide identity verification and fraud detection services. As states across 

the country continue to opt out of the federal benefits programs, bad actors are becoming 

more brazen and aggressive in their attempts to exploit unemployment insurance 

programs, the state’s labor secretary said. Dozens of Republican-led states have been 

canceling their participation in the $300 federal unemployment bonuses. The widely-

criticized program was passed in March without a single Republican vote. Maryland will 

end its participation in early July. Axios says the losses from unemployment fraud 

nationwide in the past year could top $400 billion. LexisNexis says that at least 70% of 

the stolen money ends up in the hands of state-backed criminal syndicates in China, 

Nigeria, Russia, and elsewhere. Much of the rest of the money was stolen domestically. 

The White House responded to the reports of fraud earlier this month by essentially 

blaming the Trump administration, saying widespread fraud at the state level in pandemic 

unemployment insurance during the previous Administration, is one of the most serious 

challenges we inherited. But if today’s data from Maryland is any indication, the level of 

fraud may have actually increased this year. Maryland says the largest number of 

fraudulent claims took place this May and June. Which means the current administration 

had 16-17 months to fix the stated inherited issue, and failed to do so. The scams usually 

involve stealing personal information and using it to impersonate claimants. Axios said 

that unemployment programs are being run by bureaucrats who weren't as quick to crack 

down on criminals as private companies normally are. By the time the fraud is 

discovered, the money is gone, often transferred abroad. If the estimated $400 billion in 

taxpayer losses is accurate, it could be the largest fraud in history. By comparison, Bernie 

Madoff’s Ponzi scheme amounted to about $18 billion. Those funds will have likely gone 

to the network of Black Rock, Blackstone and DNC groups that are cold calling people in 

record numbers across the country to sell their homes. Governments are not there to fix 

issues, only create them, and will continue to do so until we provide an alternative way of 

operating the Government, and make all of them accountable. 

 

Scarcity is a lie the article said, 553K homeless, yet there is 1.5M homes empty and 17M 

empty living spaces. Reminds me of a certain quote recently, you will own nothing and 

be happy. What happens then people? will you protest? complain to your local senator? 

why do you think that will work in a closed system? The answer lies in building our own 

system before the runaway train effect kicks in, the answer is the TPC and we pool our 
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funds, resources, ideas and time to make that work for us, that then in the future gives a 

platform for those who realized late in the game to come and join us. Participating in the 

TPC now is being proactive where you make your own choices, the latter is reactive and 

your decision is based on fear, panic and constraints. 

 

The hall of records being presented recently has zero to do, with the real hall of records 

that has nothing to do with money, Military, financial centers, bloodline families neither 

does it have a controller, guardian or otherwise. So lets not muddy the waters with the 

guardian of the hall of records, as the real hall of records is located in at least two 

locations about this planet, and is not under the control of anyone, and is only accessible 

by those with the right frequency not DNA or appointed leaders. Those that give their 

DNA freely at this point, thinking they are making a point, are oblivious to the dangers or 

reasoning as to why they would need your DNA to begin with - just saying. 

 

This afternoon I was made aware of the Trustee appearing on the Chris Rice show and 

was sent some portions of it, that literally defied belief. Here on record I do not send 

people, members of THI to go on chat blogs to trash Kim, it is a lame and deflecting 

excuse for her own failures. Resorting to Kardashian level remarks in public is a dramatic 

descent into the pit, and I have no intention of joining her on her own special journey. 

Live on air she made claims that she no longer works with me because I was pestering 

her to sleep with her, oh dear the classic line of an agent provocateur. How is that 

relevant information whether it is true or not? in reality land man wants to sleep with 

semi attractive woman is really not news or relevant, in actuality no matter how much 

make up she applies, she will never be as pretty as Chloe, or dare I say it as 

knowledgeable. If people are going on shows criticizing Kim that I had no personal 

knowledge of, as I really don't follow alt media anymore, it is solely because they are 

disgusted with her behavior to them, her repeated inability to deliver on a single promise, 

her fake delivery of we should all come together when she herself did everything to 

divide the people, it is happening on a massive scale in her own group, which she has 

referenced several times in recent meetings. She has convinced herself that I have spent 

the last 14 months trashing her personally, to then play the helpless female victim act, it 

didn't work Kim. Launching into an unprovoked attack on people who have done much to 

help you, is a very ugly look that now all can see. The descent of the Trustee sinks to new 

lows, you see in clown world if you can't dig up real dirt on people, they make stuff up. 

The fact she revealed it in public that way is indicative of the soap opera show they are 

running, perhaps she needs to get over herself and focus on real life matters than resorting 

to the gutter level style reporting, like how over 40 promises and predictions in 14 

months for the people rendered as result of zero. Chris Rice said he has reached out to me 

and I never responded, just like Charlie Ward did, why didn't I respond? because I am not 

interested in going on a show and digging dirt on Kim, despite her plethora of nasty and 

lying remarks about me, my issue with her is work related which she refuses to engage. 
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No mention of the fact she owes me $212.5K as promised for working for the Trust, 

another promise she will fail to deliver on. I don't have to go on air and trash Kim, she 

did and does a fantastic job all by herself, without my input. In the interview a number of 

questions asking for proof, and everyone of them deflected, and then launched into 

personal attacks on me. If any government leader or head of state were listening to that 

interview, many will not engage her anymore, then what it revealed is, A: she will not 

provide proof of anything B: is unable to fully answer a single question C: will deflect all 

blame onto the people and D: she all but revealed that she is unable to access QS and get 

a single dollar out. That interview is the end of Kim for anyone with basic thinking and 

understanding, as that interview was quite frankly an embarrassing and disturbing effort 

from the leader of many titles. To shift the blame for her failures as said leader of many 

titles onto we the people is shameful, what she claims or says about me I don't 

particularly care, as it says more about her than it does me. Even her own long term 

girlfriend has turned on her recently, citing wrath, arrogance, the listening problem and 

an inability to care. Are we really led to believe that she is the best Source can offer? is 

that the way the Eve, Trustee and Ambassador should be behaving in public? Time did 

and has told, but she went some way with her own words to speed that up, thanks to Chris 

Rice for the honest questions, not one of which was answered in a definitive way, all slip 

and slide, aligned with an ugly side of nastiness and hatred. The message to Kim is in the 

lines of this song, You can be an angel of mercy or give into hate, you can try to fight it 

just like every other careless mistake, how do you justify, I'm mystified with the ways of 

your heart, With a million lies the truth will rise to tear you apart. The truth did rise along 

with Honor & Integrity and you tore yourself apart. 

 

COVID BS: As the lost the narrative crew go into full meltdown and engineering new 

strains, the latest of which is called the delta variant. Delta is a version of deep sleep, and 

so in that case the delta version fits in nicely, as you have to be in a deep sleep to believe 

it. 

 

BA injected 80% of their pilots and 4 have died, now hearing BA's insurance are refusing 

to insure the pilots who have been vaccinated.  

 

In an earlier show we mentioned the patenting of people who were injected, this was also 

supported by Anna Von Reitz in one of her pieces. Is it real or not is the great question 

many of you had. Perhaps this court case will reveal more. This 2013 case 

ASSOCIATION FOR MOLECULAR PATHOLOGY ET AL. v. MYRIAD GENETICS, 

INC., ET AL. presented this information on it. Each human gene is encoded as 

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), which takes the shape of a “double helix.” Each “cross-

bar” in that helix consists of two chemically joined nucleotides. Sequences of DNA 

nucleotides contain the information necessary to create strings of amino acids used to 

build proteins in the body. The nucleotides that code for amino acids are “exons,” and 
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those that do not are “introns.” Scientists can extract DNA from cells to isolate specific 

segments for study. They can also synthetically create exons-only strands of nucleotides 

known as complementary DNA (cDNA). cDNA contains only the exons that occur in 

DNA, omitting the intervening introns. Respondent Myriad Genetics, Inc., obtained 

several patents after discovering the precise location and sequence of the BRCA1 and 

BRCA2 genes, mutations of which can dramatically increase the risk of breast and 

ovarian cancer. This knowledge allowed Myriad to determine the genes’ typical 

nucleotide sequence, which, in turn, enabled it to develop medical tests, useful for 

detecting mutations in these genes in a particular patient to assess the patient’s cancer 

risk. If valid, Myriad’s patents would give it the exclusive right to isolate an individual’s 

BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes, and would give Myriad the exclusive right to synthetically 

create BRCA cDNA. Petitioners filed suit, seeking a declaration that Myriad’s patents are 

invalid under 35 U. S. C. §101. As relevant here, the District Court granted summary 

judgment to petitioners, concluding that Myriad’s claims were invalid because they 

covered products of nature. The Federal Circuit initially reversed, but on remand in light 

of Mayo Collaborative Services v. Prometheus Laboratories, Inc., 566 U. S. ___, the 

Circuit found both isolated DNA and cDNA patent eligible. A naturally occurring DNA 

segment is a product of nature and not patent eligible merely because it has been isolated, 

but cDNA is patent eligible because it is not naturally occurring. The gist was the court 

found you cannot patent something connected to the human genome, but as always these 

Hebrew Annunaki lawyers come up with word salad bs'ery to repetition their filings. As 

CDNA is patent eligible, so is MRNA. This means that everyone who has had the jabs is 

now technically patented, something that is patented is now owned, and could come 

under the description of trans human. Should that be the case, those that are classed or 

patented as trans human would not have access to human rights or any rights provided by 

the State. This is because those vaccinated, patented and now owned are not classed as 

100% organic or human. The legalities of this are now being discussed amongst human 

rights and common law groups, more details will follow in due course. 

 

UK dead from Covid vaccines 1332 deaths and 949,286 injured December 9th to June 

9th. USA thru June 5th 13867 deaths from vaccines and 1,354,336 injuries from 

vaccines. In the past 29 years there was 5862 deaths from vaccines reported by VAERS, 

yet in the past 5 months alone there has been 5993 deaths reported on their site, 131 extra 

deaths in 5 months compared to 29 years. Yet a 2010 Harvard report ascertained that only 

1% of adverse events were reported to VAERS. If that is the case now, then those deaths 

in 5 months would be 599,930. 

 

OTHER ITEMS: Roll up Roll up and welcome to the new game, often said in circus' and 

local fairs. But this type of roll up is different, it is a different presentation, a different set 

of parameters, and a different dynamic. Roll up and come and see the show is a theater 

production of the macabre, is it the hall of mirrors? is it the ghost train ride? do you go 
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into the spooky house? Not this type of roll up, this roll up is about not just attracting 

people to the circus, but to stand in line and roll up your sleeves. As the street jester asks 

you to take part in their latest macabre show, and the audience all rolls up their sleeves. 

They think they are getting the equivalent of an ink print to enter the show, but no it's a 

techno jab to enter a new show. That show is called the death lottery, all high stakes for 

the victims, but don't forget their peers, the Government, their doctors and their media 

will all praise them for joining the game. Roll up kiddies come and get your Ronald 

burger for free providing you turn up and roll up your sleeve, and take our experimental 

MRNA vax, that was offered to children this week, disgraceful tactics but then 

McDonalds have no scruples anyway. Roll up get your free combo meal of human body 

parts in the burgers and a free jab that gives you lots of side effects, permanent 

disabilities and even death, and all attended to and by Ronald the clown, oh the irony of 

that. For those new, yes McDonald were caught putting human flesh of children in their 

burgers at several locations. I was laughed at on a blog back in the mid 2000's for 

suggesting to Americans, that America is the 4th Reich, if you are listening how do you 

feel now, with authorities asking for ze vax papers please. Are they vaxing you or vexing 

you, or both? In reality they are hexing you, stamped and patented for life, however long 

that is, with their patent and your dumbphone, they now decide who lives and who dies, 

you are just the lab rat. Death by jab? no death by stupidity. 

 

Magic building syndrome is in effect again, a 12 storey building all neatly collapses into 

the back yard with no damage to any other buildings, structures or roads. Amazing the 

intelligence of buildings these days, they show remarkable constraint and consideration 

of others to fall into their own footprint and leave minimal damage. Who knew buildings 

could be so intelligent? But they had one serious oversight, they forget to put out an 

emergency call for all of those contained within the building. The Department of the 

Federation of Intelligent buildings designing and planning division, will no doubt look 

into the matter and blame climate change for the building collapsed. The Medical Stazi 

will blame the people, as the people within the building were not observing social 

distancing, and imbalanced the building and it collapsed. If that fails to appease the 

public, then The Pentagon will use it to blame American whites for the downed building 

because according to them, all American whites are racist and inherently evil. Reporters 

on the scene says the building was a non white color and this was likely the work of 

white supremacists, reacting to the non white building. The medical world will react in 

horror and send a million vaccines for those traumatized by the event. The religious 

people will say this is the work and will of the lord, due to people not taking their vaccine 

jabs. Within a day the medical team where in there taking DNA samples from alleged 

family of the buildings tenants, never miss an opportunity do they? if people think it will 

be used to identify their loved ones, think again, giving away your DNA to authorities 

comes with heavy consequences these days. The above piece is to get people to think of 

how their world of reporting is beyond unsane. Whilst I would never make light of the 
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deaths and suffering of the people who were in that building, you have our great 

sympathy, but serious questions have to be asked as to how a building yet again imploded 

into it's own footprint, can be described as just an accident. 

 

Not content with that level of bs, CNN re-enacted the 9/11 hijackers passport scenario 

and magically found a picture showing some minor structural damage in the pool 

equipment area, just three days before it collapsed, what are the cohen cidences of that? I 

mean come on, yes if that is the picture of minor structural damage from the hotel, how 

does that explain the imploding collapse or the flashes above the building, just as the 

building collapsed into it's own foot print. The fact they are pushing this narrative and 

producing evidence the alleged pool guy highlighted, it has all the hallmarks of they are 

covering up. I have met many pool guys in Florida, they go in do 1/2 to all the job and get 

off as quickly as possible, but this guy in this hotel takes a picture of the pool equipment 

just a few days before it collapsed? seriously. 

 

EXPOSE: I watched a documentary recently on agent orange, the devastating effect it 

had on the people of Vietnam, that even 50 years later the damage has not been corrected. 

Thousands of sterile women, thousands of children born with major defects, food 

poisoned and water poisoned. Did they receive any help from the so called authorities 

once the horrors were revealed? like the UN, WHO, US Government, US Military, then 

like now, it was all hushed up and the Hebrew Annunaki courts did the rest. Out went the 

Geneva Protocol it seems, just like all Hebrew Annunaki factions, laws and rules do not 

apply to them, when questioned out comes the National Security Act. They did manage to 

get a court decision much later and a measly settlement with the usual pay out with the 

added plausible deniability of, without prejudice. The settlement was $180M yet how can 

you bring back lives that were lost with money? all those children need life time care, 

how far did the $180M go? did it go to the people of Vietnam? I think we all know the 

answer with these massive lawsuits, the people affected rarely get access to the funds 

awarded, and no transparent accountability of the settlements is ever produced. If you 

think it was bad they sprayed millions of gallons in Vietnam, using US soldiers with no 

protection, despite knowing in advance that it was instantaneously harmful to humans, 

there was more of it used closer to home as well. The product is called 2,4-D and 2,4-

Dinitrophenol is used in the manufacture of dyes, wood preservatives, and as a pesticide. 

The acute short-term effects of 2,4-dinitrophenol in humans through oral exposure are 

nausea, vomiting, sweating, dizziness, headaches, and loss of weight. Chronic long-term 

oral exposure to 2,4-dinitrophenol in humans has resulted in the formation of cataracts 

and skin lesions, weight loss, and has caused effects on the bone marrow, central nervous 

system (CNS), and cardiovascular system. Limited or no information is available on the 

developmental, reproductive, or carcinogenic effects of 2,4-dinitrophenol in humans. 

EPA has not classified 2,4-dinitrophenol for carcinogenicity, despite overwhelming 

reports otherwise. That is bad enough but the Hebrew Annunaki and the mad scientist 
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brought here via Project Paperclip, of which there was two versions of that, added more 

to the mix. 2,4,5-Tri-chloro-phenoxy-acetic acid (also known as 2,4,5-T), a synthetic 

auxin, is a chlorophenoxy acetic acid herbicide used to defoliate broad-leafed plants. It 

was developed in the late 1940s and was widely used in the agricultural industry until 

being phased out, starting in the late 1970s due to toxicity concerns. Agent Orange, a 

defoliant used by the British in the Malayan Emergency and the U.S. in the Vietnam War, 

was equal parts 2,4,5-T and 2,4-D. Agent Orange is a herbicide and defoliant chemical, 

one of the "tactical use" Rainbow Herbicides. It is widely known for its use by the U.S. 

military as part of its herbicidal warfare program, Operation Ranch Hand, during the 

Vietnam War from 1961 to 1971. It is a mixture of equal parts of two herbicides, 2,4,5-T 

and 2,4-D. In addition to its damaging environmental effects, traces of dioxin mainly 

TCDD, the most toxic of its type found in the mixture have caused major health problems 

for many individuals who were exposed. Up to four million people in Vietnam were 

exposed to the defoliant. The government of Vietnam says as many as three million 

people have suffered illness because of Agent Orange, and the Red Cross of Vietnam 

estimates that up to one million people are disabled or have health problems as a result of 

Agent Orange contamination. The United States government has described these figures 

as unreliable, while documenting higher cases of leukemia, Hodgkin's lymphoma, and 

various kinds of cancer in exposed US military veterans. An epidemiological study done 

by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention showed that there was an increase in 

the rate of birth defects of the children of military personnel as a result of Agent Orange. 

Agent Orange has also caused enormous environmental damage in Vietnam. Over 

3,100,000 hectares (31,000 km2 or 11,969 mi2) of forest were defoliated. Defoliants 

eroded tree cover and seedling forest stock, making reforestation difficult in numerous 

areas. Animal species diversity sharply reduced in contrast with unsprayed areas. Who or 

what founded Agent Orange? In 1943, the United States Department of the Army 

contracted botanist and bioethicist Arthur Galston, who discovered the defoliants later 

used in Agent Orange, and his employer University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign to 

study the effects of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T on cereal grains including rice and broadleaf crops. 

Arthur Galston was born in New York and born to Jewish parents. In 1951, biological 

warfare scientists at Fort Detrick, Maryland began investigating defoliants based upon 

Galston's Ph.D. discoveries with TIBA. Yet again it starts at Fort Detrick just like the 

Covid nonsense. To be fair to Galston, later in life he regretted what he did and 

campaigned against it, but the horse had bolted by then. This is the price of non thinking 

or lack of future thinking, what are the pros and cons? do the cons outweigh the pros? if it 

does it needs to be stopped or destroyed. In 1970, the United States Department of 

Agriculture halted the use of 2,4,5-T on all food crops except rice, and in 1985, the EPA 

terminated all remaining uses in the U.S. of this herbicide. In Canada, the use and sale of 

2,4,5-T was prohibited after 1985. The international trade of 2,4,5-T is restricted by the 

Rotterdam Convention. 2,4,5-T has since largely been replaced by dicamba and triclopyr, 

both of which have increased cancer rates. Dow Chemicals and Monsanto now Bayer, 
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which is Bauer which is Rothschild's, throw in Pfizer, Johnson & Johnson, Du Pont, 

Corning, Rockwell, BASF and Union Carbide which was bought out by Dow and you 

realize they are all connected. Union Carbide was infamous in the mushroom cloud 

damage they did in Bhupal, India. A gas cloud containing methyl isocyanate and other 

chemicals spread to the neighborhoods near the plant where more than half a million 

people were exposed to it. More than 27 years after the event, the actual number of 

fatalities is still unknown. The official immediate death toll was 2,259 and the 

government of Madhya Pradesh has confirmed a total of 3,787 deaths related to the gas 

release. Others estimate 3,000 died within weeks and another 8,000 have since died from 

gas-related diseases. There are wide variations in the estimated number of individuals 

permanently disabled by the event. By one independent estimate, 40,000 individuals were 

left permanently disabled, maimed, or suffering from serious illness as a result of the 

disaster. A government affidavit in 2006 stated that the leak caused 558,125 injuries, 

including 38,478 temporary partial injuries and approximately 3,900 severely and 

permanently disabling injuries. But these same companies many of which were involved 

in previous wars to deliver dangerous bio-warfare style products, were not just prevalent 

abroad, they have been involved in several high profile lawsuits of waste affecting large 

numbers of people in Canada, Lake Huron, New York, Texas, W. Virginia, Pennsylvania, 

Michigan, Boston and many others. But probably the most high profile one, was the 

spraying done in Oregon and Washington State, and here is one woman's part story and 

her fight to make them stop spraying and her endless battles in court. Carol Van Strum, 

78, still lives in the forest she fought to protect. She moved with her family to Five Rivers 

in Oregon’s Siuslaw National Forest in the 1970s, and soon after, her farm was sprayed 

from overhead with a compound found in Agent Orange. Her family got sick, and 

animals in the area were dying. Along with other residents in Lincoln County, she sued 

the U.S. Forest Service, winning an injunction to stop the aerial spraying of federal 

forests with toxic herbicides. Thus began her lifetime of environmental activism that 

continues today, with the effort to ban aerial spraying on private timberlands in Lincoln 

County. Carol has fought tirelessly to bring accountability for the damage the US 

Government, Bureau of Land Management and private contractors connected to agencies 

to account, largely for the most part it is all covered up in court. But she assembled a 

wealth of data on Chemical companies, the US Government and the rogue Supreme 

Courts efforts to silence it and her. But there is another woman of immense courage 

taking on the system of liars and deceivers, Tran To Nga. 

 

The landmark trial between a 79-year-old Vietnamese-French woman and 14 chemical 

multinationals was always going to be a David and Goliath legal battle. Trần Tố Nga has 

breast cancer, type 2 diabetes, heart and lung problems, a rare insulin allergy, and other 

critical illnesses, all caused by the US Military. In 1966, then a war reporter in Vietnam, 

she was hiding in an underground tunnel with resistance fighters. When she briefly came 

out, she was sprayed for the first time by the highly toxic herbicide, known as Agent 
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Orange, used by the US military during the Vietnam War. Like many other Vietnamese 

people, she continues to feel its destructive effects and claims she is a victim of the 

herbicide. In 2014, Trần filed a lawsuit against the 14 agrochemical firms that 

manufactured and sold Agent Orange to the US army, including US companies Dow 

Chemical and Monsanto, now owned by German giant Bayer. According to the 

Vietnamese Association of Victims of Agent Orange (VAVA), the US military sprayed 

nearly 80 million litres (21 million gallons) of toxic chemicals during the Vietnam War 

between 1962 and 1971, as part of Operation Ranch Hand, including 366kg (740 pounds) 

of dioxin across a quarter of the territory in South Vietnam. Dioxin, contained in Agent 

Orange, is one of the deadliest chemicals known to science. It contaminated the soil and 

destroyed the ecosystem of much of the region, stretching to Laos and Cambodia. Many 

species of animals and plants disappeared, and after it spread to fish and shrimp, and then 

to dioxin contaminated people. VAVA estimates that 4.8 million people in Vietnam 

suffer illnesses or have been left with disabilities from exposure to Agent Orange. Like 

Trần, many Vietnamese people even two generations later continue to suffer illnesses 

linked to this exposure, including leukemia, Parkinson’s disease, Hodgkin’s, cancer, and 

birth deformities. Trần herself lost her 17-month-old daughter because of a heart 

malformation. On Monday, May 10, a French court dismissed the case, calling Trần’s 

complaints inadmissible, and saying it did not have the jurisdiction to judge a lawsuit 

involving the US government’s wartime actions. Despite this setback, Trần remains 

determined to keep fighting for justice for all the victims of Agent Orange. Justice and 

law do not go together, this was proven today, but sooner or later, it justice will come, 

Trần told Al Jazeera. The same story repeats until the people realize their Governments 

are not there for their benefit, and are ran by completely psychotic entities that lurk in the 

shadows, be it in Agencies, Chemical Factory, DUMBS, Secret Army outposts, Research 

centers and Universities, all plotting despicable crimes against we the people. Justice is 

never served in these cases, and even the ones that win, have lost so much. The People 

vs. Agent Orange made its PBS premiere on INDEPENDENT LENS, Monday, June 28 

at 10 pm. I would recommend watching at, although harrowing in parts, it gives people a 

deeper understanding of the levels of evil some will go to. Many people have great 

difficulty believing that level of evil and so dismiss it, not with that documentary you 

can't. Whilst I thank PBS for having the courage to put that story out, the media 

themselves are complicit also for not covering these cases for and by the people, it may 

have happened 40-50 years ago in part, largely the people ignored it, but it is certainly not 

the case now. The media along with Hollywood have actually revealed who is the most 

responsible for these acts, not in the way you would think. The over promotion of a 

person, group or organization via those outlets actually reveals that person, group or 

organization is against we the people. Which person, group or organization is fawned 

over in glossy, sickly and cringeworthy praise and adulation are done by the media and 

Hollywood? The US Military. You want to know why so many of the worlds people hate 

America and Americans, The US Military is your main answer. Who poisoned our skies, 
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water, crops, destroyed agriculture, rivers, marine life and whole ecosystems, the answer 

is the Militaries, Agencies, Chemical companies and large corporations and yet have the 

cheek to blame the people. Largely derived or used out of this country, hey Greta put that 

in your pipe and smoke it, you silly child puppet of the dark forces. Just staggering the 

lengths of greed and psychopathy some people will go to, and all the blame has to be laid 

at every Governments door, for allowing this type of research, funding it, using private 

contractors to get around rules and regulations and providing zero oversight for it. 

 

EXPOSE 2: There is much religiosity contained within this script, that can distort some 

of the narrative to a regular THI listener. I will chime in and correct some portions of it 

and also add deeper knowledge. PS1 LONG-LOST NIKOLA TESLA DRAWINGS 

REVEAL GENIUS MAP FOR MULTIPLICATION: A recently discovered set of 

original Nikola Tesla drawings reveal a map to multiplication that contains all numbers in 

a simple to use system. The drawings were discovered at an antique shop in central 

Phoenix Arizona by local artist, Abe Zucca. They are believed to have been created 

during the last years of Tesla’s Free Energy lab, Wardenclyffe. The manuscript is thought 

to contain many solutions to unanswered questions about mathematics. The Sketches 

were hidden in a small trunk with numerous other drawings and manuscripts ranging 

from hand-held technological devices to free-energy systems, many with notes scrawled 

all over them. Some of the pieces are already familiar to the public, but a few others are 

not. Most notably is the Map to Multiplication or the Math Spiral. Zucca made a few 

copies and showed the drawings around to different thinkers, dreamers, and 

mathematicians. A few days later a Local High School Mathematics Instructor, Joey 

Grether, had been working on deciphering the system and had a few breakthroughs. 

Grether suggests that the Spiral not only explores Multiplication as an interwoven web, 

but that it, offers a comprehensive visual understanding of how all numbers are self-

organized into 12 positions of composability. This device allows us to see numbers as 

patterns, the formation of prime numbers, twin primes, highly composite numbers, 

multiplication and division, as well as few other systems, I imagine, that are yet to be 

discovered. The diagram itself is very intuitive, allowing students to see how numbers all 

work together based on a spiral with 12 positions. 12, or 12x (multiples of 12) is the most 

highly composite system, which is why we have 12 months in a year, 12 inches in a foot, 

24 hours in a day, etc. 12 can be divided by 2, 3, 4, and 6, so can all multiples of 12. For 

every 12 numbers there is a chance of 4 numbers being prime. They happen to fall in 

positions (think clock positions) 5, 7, 11, and 1. Tesla is known for the quote If you only 

knew the magnificence of the 3, 6 and 9, then you would have the key to the universe. It 

turns out that when the device is examined, the digital roots of the numbers in positions 3, 

6, 9, and 12 constantly repeat the same sequence 3, 6, 9! Is this what Tesla was referring 

too? The self-organization of numbers and their digital roots? Its hard to say, but Grether 

seems to think so, in reality it is, seeing numbers in patterns not figures per se allows you 

more scope and vision of them, in essence over view mathematics. If we could get 
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students all over the globe to use this technique, to play with it, and help figure out how 

to use it, we could overcome our cultural aversion to Mathematics. Instead of 

memorizing the multiplication table, we could learn the positions of numbers and have a 

better understanding of how they work. Juan Zapata, One of Mr. G’s students believes so 

as well, I used to say I’m bad at Math because that’s what everyone says, but now, I’m 

like, dude, this is too easy. There’s one other fact about the Tesla Spiral that make it 

interesting. The diagram is dated 12/12/12! 1912. Grether and his students want to turn 

December 12 into a national holiday. (tesla 1) 

 

PS2 The Ten Emanations of God: With the zero being regarded as Heaven and the all or 

nothing this now leaves us 9 numbers within our base-ten system. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 

9. These nine gods were celebrated by the Greeks and Egyptians in the Ennead. The 

Ennead was nine gods that represented the archetypal principles that regulated and ruled 

the cosmos through the laws of number. This company of nine has shown its face many 

times throughout the world. In Norse mythology, the god Odin hung on the Yggradsil 

tree for nine days. Benjamin Franklin was Grand Master of the charitable Nine Sisters 

Lodge. In the European Middle ages we see the Nine-Worthies, semi-legendary figures 

who personified the ideas of chivalry. We have all heard of Cloud Nine, being dressed to 

the nines, the nine lives of a feline and a stitch in time saves nine. The Christian’s 

mythologized the power of these nine numbers in the Christian Angelic hierarchy with 

those angels being the (9) Seraphim, (8) Cherubim, (7) Thrones, (6) Dominions, (5) 

Virtues, (4) Powers, (3) Principalities, (2) Archangels and (1) Angels. Even the ancient 

Mayan venerated the principles of nine. One of the most well-known Mayan pyramids is 

the pyramid at Chichen Itza. Chichen Itza is nine-level pyramid with a celestial 

observatory at the top. For a few moments on the solstices and equinoxes, the light and 

shadows on this pyramid forms a snake that travels down the side of the pyramid to the 

base, where the head of this great snake, called Quetzacoatal or Kukulcan is carved into 

stone. The Hebrew letter “Teth”, transcribed as a “T”, meant serpent, or the secret 

intelligence of all spiritual activities, and was designated by the number nine. Just 

because the dark forces took up the power of 9, does not mean it is corrupted. Just like 

the original Illuminati, the illuminated ones, were not dark forces, they attacked the 

Roman church on the inside due to the corruption, fraud and other maladies ongoing 

there, backed by the Protestants, who are not a religion. The number 9 shows up quite 

often in the metrology of our universal architecture as well. The diameters of the Moon, 

the Sun and the Earth using decimal parity all reduce down to this number of spirit. Moon 

is 2160 Miles 2+1+6 = 9 Sun is 864,000 miles 8+6+4 = 18, 1+8 = 9 Earth is 7920 miles 

7+9+2 = 18, 1+8 = 9 

 

ZERO, ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR, FIVE, SIX, SEVEN, EIGHT and NINE: These ten 

principles united represent completion, the perfection of all being and the harmony that 

exists within the demiurgic word of the creator, once again, apparent on the two hands 
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that lay right before you. These ten principles are the living thoughts of a great creator 

being, a great mystery or grand architect who is within all things and without which, all 

things would cease to exist. The ancient Vedic peoples, responsible for the oldest of 

Hindu scriptures, reiterated the supremacy of this base-ten system by placing nine 

numbers around a circle/zero and performing their math in this way. By placing 9 at the 

top and moving clockwise around the circle, these 9 digits encased the wholly / holy zero 

with the zero performing its magic as the placeholder for the rest of the digits (We will 

see the use of this mathematical template again later on in the text). (tesla 2) The zero is a 

placeholder and has no value, which is why the Vedic used the 9 digits not ten. The 

demiurgic creator hmm, demiurgic can mean a powerful creative force or personality, but 

the Demiurge is seen as the creator of evil. 

 

PS 3 Vortex Based Mathematics: Numerically Conceptualizing Reality (tesla 3) The 

mathematical fingerprint of god is the number 9 There is more to numbers than the mere 

quantities we assign them.  Numbers are alive, which is why the zero does not count as 

an official number, it is a placeholder only  They structure our waking reality.  All the 

great mystics and philosophers throughout the ages understood this numeric universe.  It 

won’t be long until we are able to manufacture energy and reshape our world the way 

nature intended, through implosion rather than explosion. The principles of Vortex Math 

and the underlying ideologies of this forgotten science are resurfacing.  This lost 

numerical art is a portal to understanding the nature of reality, and the psychological 

implications gained from such introspection are paramount to the evolution of the world 

soul. In Vortex Math (Science of Torus Anatomy). if you follow a specific pattern as in 

the image below, you will have something like this – tesla 4 

 

THESE PATTERNS ONLY RETURN 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8. THE 3, 6, AND 9 ARE ALWAYS 

MISSING. As you can see, starting with 1, and doubling it (1+1) we got 2, again, 

doubling 2 (2+2) we got 4. Further doubling 32 (32+32) we got 64 and summing up 6+4 

gave us 10 which again summing up the two digits gave us 1. If you keep following this 

pattern, It will always give us the digits 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8. Even summing 7+7 gives 14 

which further gives 5 (1+4). Notice how 3, 6, and 9 are not in this pattern. Scientist 

Marko Rodin (Discoverer of Vortex Maths) believes these numbers represent a vector 

from the third to fourth dimension which he calls a “flux field.” This field is supposed to 

be higher dimensional energy that influences the energy circuit of the other six points (1, 

2, 4, 5, 7, 8). Things start getting strange from here. If you take these 3 numbers (3, 6 and 

9), starting with 3 and doubling it (3 + 3 = 6; 6 + 6 = 12; 1 + 2 = 3), you will find that 

there is no mention of 9 ! 

 

Zero-point energy (ZPE) is the lowest possible energy that a quantum mechanical system 

may have. Unlike in classical mechanics, quantum systems constantly fluctuate in their 

lowest energy state as described by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. As well as 
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atoms and molecules, the empty space of the vacuum has these properties. According 

to quantum field theory, the universe can be thought of not as isolated particles but 

continuous fluctuating fields: matter fields, whose quanta are fermions 

(i.e., leptons and quarks), and force fields, whose quanta are bosons 

(e.g., photons and gluons). All these fields have zero-point energy. These fluctuating 

zero-point fields lead to a kind of reintroduction of an aether in physics, since some 

systems can detect the existence of this energy. However, this aether cannot be thought of 

as a physical medium if it is to be Lorentz invariant, such that there is no contradiction 

with Einstein’s theory of special relativity. Einstein's theory was not 100% correct, only 

about 80% and they shoehorned in the other 20% with math's containing flaws. Physics 

currently lacks a full theoretical model for understanding zero-point energy, in particular, 

the discrepancy between theorized and observed vacuum energy is a source of major 

contention. Physicists Richard Feynman and John Wheeler calculated the zero-point 

radiation of the vacuum to be an order of magnitude greater than nuclear energy, with a 

single light bulb containing enough energy to boil all the world’s oceans. Yet according 

to Einstein’s theory of general relativity any such energy would gravitate and the 

experimental evidence from both the expansion of the universe, dark energy and 

the Casimir effect shows any such energy to be exceptionally weak. A popular proposal 

that attempts to address this issue is to say that the fermion field has a negative zero-point 

energy, while the boson field has positive zero-point energy, and thus these energies 

somehow cancel each other out. This idea would be true if super symmetry were an 

exact symmetry of nature; however, the LHC at CERN has so far found no evidence to 

support super symmetry. Moreover, it is known that if super symmetry is valid at all, it is 

at most a broken symmetry, only true at very high energies, and no one has been able to 

show a theory where, zero-point cancellations occur in the low energy universe we 

observe today. This discrepancy is known as the cosmological constant problem and it is 

one of the greatest unsolved mysteries in physics. Many physicists believe that the 

vacuum holds the key to a full understanding of nature. Where they go wrong in my 

opinion is, they don't take into account the varying primary matters that make up, so 

called space. All seven need to be in place for organic life, missing the G factor 

introduces inorganic life, so in space and the Universe there is no constant. Dark Matter, 

the vibratory essence of all that exists, is no longer on its elusive hide and seek trip it has 

been found! Dark Matter is only dark because of the absence of light, it just means that 

the 7 primary matters are not conducive to or prevalent to, those regions of space. With 

the introduction of Vortex-Based Mathematics you will be able to see how energy is 

expressing itself mathematically. This math has no anomalies and shows the dimensional 

shape and function of the universe as being a toroid or donut-shaped black hole. They 

have yet to understand the white hole aspect, a black hole is a gap in the Universal 

membrane, that allows matter to flow through it's singularity in a white hole in the next 

Universe, to observers within that Universe you will see an explosion of light, and their 

scientists would call it the Big Bang. It is not a big bang just a flow of matter that 
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contains much light within it's field. My theory is those stars or systems have advanced 

enough on a higher vibration to join a Universe that operates within a higher vibratory 

field. This is the template for the universe and it is all within our base ten decimal 

system! You have entered a place where Numbers are Real and Alive not merely symbols 

for other things. You will discover that the relationships between numbers are not random 

or man-made but that numbers are actually elementary particles of which everything is 

composed. This lost knowledge was well known to our ancients and is now being 

uncovered for us today. Gradually you will come to see numbers in a simple yet 

profoundly perfect three-dimensional matrix grid pattern that forms the shape of a torus. 

The number grid reveals the calibration and timing for an engine that can take us 

throughout the universe and solve mankind’s energy needs. Except ten was introduced 

here, perhaps to distort our learning and knowledge of the power of 9. Tesla 5. 

 

Want to find the answers to the unknown? Want to see a man-made black hole? Using a 

new math that shows that numbers are not man-made symbols, but are actually real, you 

will see and understand the answers to these questions. Learn about: A particle that does 

not bend, but causes everything in the universe to curve around it, just like light travelling 

from star to star, it is a lense effect, which then supports the toroidal field theory of the 

Universe. The three toroidal number patterns that are the basis to all mathematics, the 

pattern of numbers traversing the toroidal surface in, out, and around. The universe as an 

ecological system of renewal, your body being made out of countless stars of the past, 

and proof of an omniscient supreme being. Making a coil that produces unlimited free 

energy. A number grid that shows the underpinning geometry of the universe. How 

everything is a torus. Making a propulsion source that can take you anywhere in the 

universe. Artificial Intelligence based on a binary triplet. The Aetheric Template in DNA 

that guides evolution. The repeating number pattern that solves pi and demonstrates it to 

be a whole number. A mathematics in which numbers do not move, but the functions 

move instead. How numbers form a 3D solid geometric object. The secret of a gyroscope, 

why it vertically lifts itself upright. Wormholes, nested vertices, portals, and doorways. 

Why Dimensions are a result of how things move through space. The preferred frame of 

reference to the universe is based upon the fixed constant number 9. Number crunching 

and encryption compression done through cross addition. The labyrinth maze of the 

Doubling Circuits where they invert in the center. World boundary conditions and 

inversion seams of nested vortices. The bilateral symmetry of the decimal system 

resulting in polar number pairs having parity by being perfect mirrors of one another. The 

zero is always in the center in the form of the vortex hole. Multiplication series are 

unbroken rings from cross sections of the torus. A number cannot be created or destroyed 

and zero does not exist on a number line or in any multiplication series. The number 9 is 

the node and represents Spirit. The numbers 3 and 6 represent the Yin and Yang in the 

form of magnetism and the number 9 is the S curve. The base ten numerical counting 

system is triangulated. Infinity has an epicenter. The powers of ten occur by halfing. The 
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torus skin models harmonic cascadence. Our base-ten decimal system is not man made, 

rather it is created by this flow of energy. Amazingly, after twenty years of working with 

this symbol and collaborating with engineers and scientists, Marko discovered that the 

1,2,4,8,7,5 was a doubling circuit for a very efficient electrical coil. tesla 6 My issue with 

the torus is the concept of it is a ring which is closed, and only open with expansion and 

addition of a vortex field within it, called a horn torus. Maybe this is where science fails 

on Universal matter and principles? a ring is a closed system, a planet is a closed system 

unless it has the vortex as above so below at each pole. A circular galaxy is a closed 

system, a spiral galaxy will look like the figure 9 or 6 depending on your orientation, is 

an open and expansive galaxy. The torus or doughnut shape is perfect for intergalactic 

travel, as the spinning wheel compensates the loss of gravity, and because it is a closed 

system. 

 

There was still one more very important number pattern to be realized. On the 

mathematical finger print of god notice how the 3, 9, and 6 is in red and does not connect 

at the base. That is because it is a vector. The 1,2,4,8,7,5 is the third dimension while the 

oscillation between the 3 and 6 demonstrates the fourth dimension, which is the higher 

dimensional magnetic field of an electrical coil. The 3, 9, and 6 always occur together 

with the 9 as the control. In fact, the Yin/Yang is not a duality but rather a trinary. This is 

because the 3 and 6 represent each side of the Yin/Yang and the 9 is the “S” curve 

between them. Everything is based on thirds. We think that the universe is based on 

dualities because we see the effects not the cause. Tesla 7 

 

PS 4 Physicists Prove Surprising Rule of Threes: In 1970, Vitaly Efimov was 

manipulating the equations of quantum mechanics in an attempt to calculate the behavior 

of sets of three particles, such as the protons and neutrons that populate atomic nuclei, 

when he discovered a law that pertained not only to nuclear ingredients but also, under 

the right conditions, to any trio of particles in nature. While most forces act between 

pairs, such as the north and south poles of a magnet or a planet and its sun, Efimov 

identified an effect that requires three components to spring into action, yes the triality. 

Together, the components form a state of matter similar to Borromean rings, an ancient 

symbol of three interconnected circles in which no two are directly linked, unlike the 

infinity symbol or mobius loop.  The so-called Efimov “trimer” could consist of a trio of 

protons, a triatomic molecule or any other set of three particles, as long as their properties 

were tuned to the right values. And in a surprising flourish, this hypothetical state of 

matter exhibited an unheard-of feature, the ability to range in size from practically 

infinitesimal to infinite. Yes by adding the one, it allows for expansion and is now no 

longer an enclosed system. Efimov had shown that when three particles come together, a 

special confluence of their forces creates the Borromean rings effect: Though one is not 

enough, the effects of two particles can conspire to bind a third. The nesting-doll feature 

called discrete scale invariance arose from a symmetry in the equation describing the 
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forces between three particles. If the particles satisfied the equation when spaced a certain 

distance apart, then the same particles spaced 22.7 times farther apart were also a 

solution. This number, called a “scaling factor,” emerged from the mathematics as 

inexplicably as pi, the ratio between a circle’s circumference and diameter. It’s like layers 

of an onion, Hulet said, you see molecules at one layer. Peel the layer away, and you see 

that there’s a molecule there 22.7 times smaller. Every time you peel away a layer, you 

find another molecule. Efimov trimers are states of matter that theoretically come in an 

infinite range of sizes. Experimentalists recently observed consecutive trimers, verifying 

the strange theory. 

 

PS5 The Borromean Rings: In mathematics, the Borromean rings consist of three 

topological circles which are linked and form a Brunnian link (i.e., removing any ring 

results in two unlinked rings). In other words, no two of the three rings are linked with 

each other as a Hopf link, but nonetheless all three are linked. tesla 8 The mystery of the 

Christian Trinity is expressed in the Athanasian Creed: we worship one God in Trinity, 

and Trinity in unity; neither confounding the Persons, nor dividing the substance. Trying 

to depict this triune nature without leaving oneself open to attacks of polytheism was 

problematic, and geometrical symbols became popular. Then it is fairly simple, stop 

adding religion and god into science or mathematics, and things get a whole heap 

simpler. The equilateral triangle, consisting of three equal parts, equally joined, was used 

as an early symbol of the Trinity. It was often inscribed in a circle, a symbol used to stand 

for God for many centuries. For the Greeks, the circle symbolized perfection, its never-

ending form also encapsulates the idea of eternity. It is not eternity as in infinite though is 

it? it is an eternity in a closed system loop, as you keep going round and round like a 

hamster. Where is the growth and expansion in that? Today, the Borromean rings are 

commonly used as a symbol of the Trinity. The earliest source for this that we are aware 

of was a thirteenth-century manuscript in the Municipal Library at Chartres. It contained 

four diagrams, one of which is shown above. In the centre, inside all the circles, is the 

word unitas, which means the state of oneness and singular, where are the other two 

components? The three syllables of trinitas are distributed in the outer sectors. 

Unfortunately, the manuscript was destroyed in a fire in 1944, funny that isn't it when it 

describes the three or something important, it always ends up in a fire. Why would that 

happen, because like the person who wrote this script, they are obsessed with the one god 

aspect, and throw in the fake religious based trinity of father, son and holy ghost, which 

when thinking properly on that concept is, quite frankly ridiculous, where is the mother? 

and what has the holy ghoul or djinn got to do with god? The copy shown here was 

reproduced in a manual of Christian iconography Didron-Didron, along with descriptions 

of the other three. The labels on these other figures are shown below. They are: tesla 10 

God is Life surrounded by Father, Son and Holy Spirit, which is the Hebrew Annunaki 

and Cat holic church version. God is surrounded by Word”, “Light” and “Life”; no 

Source is the word, light and life. The phrases “Trinitas Unitate” (three in one) and 
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“Unitas Trinitate” (one in three) distributed over the diagram. Which is the real version of 

one on one with the one, which has nothing to do with their god or religion. The incessant 

desire for technology has been a relentless push into our reality and lives over the past 3-

4 decades. We can ponder on and reveal the dangers of it, and I have finally got through 

to many of you of that with shows in the past couple of years. The evidence of spying, 

invading peoples privacy and gain control over all aspects of our lives, has been covered 

extensively now. We also delved into the world and dangers of video or computer games, 

because that is of a more individualized form of mind control. It changes peoples 

behavior, their demeanor, their outlook on life and their relationships with others in a real 

impactful way, and often in aggression. It is playing on the sub conscious mind, the dark 

within each of us to come out and play in this sterile environment of the computer game 

world. Live out your fantasies, shooting people, running people over in cars, blowing 

people and buildings up, mass destruction are all versions of the dancing with the dark, 

within us all. We all have had those thoughts of destroying buildings or people at some 

point, well those games can be cathartic for those who cannot control those feelings, but 

all too often that leads to becoming a reality land interaction, as the boundaries between 

light and dark, good and evil, virtual reality and real people becomes inherently distorted 

to some individuals. Those are your individuals who end up going on gun rampages, due 

to the games, they longer know what is real and what is the false reality. Virtual realty 

and Virtual Intelligence have been around for a very long time, and has been used against 

us before. Anu, Marduk, Queen L and the Red Queen all used it to communicate from off 

world, it is like a video down link or Skype across the galaxy. The Virtual Intelligence is 

a recording of the original person uploaded into a computer to give the appearance of 

being real, when it is not. Certain sightings by you know who of the Red Queen and 

Queen L are due to this technology, they are not the real people or beings, no matter how 

much you convince yourself of that reality. As the technology gets better and the 

holographic illusion becomes distorted into reality, this is when the boundaries between 

what is real and what is augmented reality becomes very distorted. Here is their 

description of Augmented Reality. Augmented reality (AR) is an interactive experience 

of a real-world environment, where the objects that reside in the real world are enhanced 

by computer-generated perceptual information, sometimes across multiple sensory 

modalities, including visual, auditory, haptic, somatosensory and olfactory. AR can be 

defined as a system that incorporates three basic features: a combination of real and 

virtual worlds, real-time interaction, and accurate 3D registration of virtual and real 

objects. The overlaid sensory information can be constructive (i.e. additive to the natural 

environment), or destructive (i.e. masking of the natural environment). This experience is 

seamlessly interwoven with the physical world, such that it is perceived as an immersive 

aspect of the real environment. In this way, augmented reality alters one's ongoing 

perception of a real-world environment, whereas virtual reality completely replaces the 

user's real-world environment with a simulated one. Augmented reality is related to two 

largely synonymous terms, mixed reality and computer-mediated reality. Their 
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description is exactly how I have described it. They covered it in the movie Avatar, 

where the soldier's perception of the real world and the avatar became very distorted, and 

difficult to choose which reality or in essence which timeline to choose, because if you 

change reality, you are changing the timeline. The machines once they are built with AI 

capabilities can come to understand their dynamics, and then can replicate their programs 

into a hive mind mentality, this has been shown in many movies. People ask for 

replicators, have you considered the machines can become the replicator? what if the 

replicator turns on us? Like Military Generals, they have no feelings, devoid of love, 

compassion or consequences of actions, in reality your Military Generals are avatar 

robots, as they couldn't care less about the consequences, what they call it as, just 

collateral damage. Bombing the whole of Iraq and killing over 1 million people to get 

Saddam Hussein, is an example of this non thinking, non caring avatar bot. This is 

another example of the two worlds, organic or inorganic, real or false reality, truth or lies, 

old or new are all examples of that pattern and those realities. Do you choose an organic 

world filled with beauty, caring and sharing, genuine advancement of the species all done 

in an adult way, whilst exhibiting personal responsibility in a world of eventually no 

religion and no false gods. Or do you choose their world of offering, a distortion of the 

organic world, operating in a techno inorganic world, where they look after you like 

parents, as the people in that world our still children despite their age. They will label it 

as looking after you, to those in the organic world that is controlling them, but that was 

their choice based on their own failures to develop into an adult thinking species. It is all 

laid out for them, those that can't face truth and reality will join the Virtual reality world. 

What essentially it is doing is, is to provide another city of light pill, another sleeping pod 

which could well be the med bed. Remember the Rand family built Dulce and Area 51, 

so they are connected to the off world issue, and also the rogue off world who are hell 

bent on using us as batteries and worse. Their virtual reality world is a non living world 

of illusion for the bots, just maybe their dabble in the organic world is about to come to 

an end? This week marks the anniversary of the Aztec crash just 30 minutes from here, a 

pivotal moment in our history and the transcripts and proof of that event we revealed in 

our 3 part series, The Events that changed the world. The EBE left us with a few gems 

Just try to accept we are in paradise when we are seeing and understanding something 

new, our god should be change, our religion should be understanding, searching for truth 

is our greatest social challenge and purpose. As we develop as a species the fear program 

of religion will fade away as the EBE informed us all, we are not there yet, but we here at 

THI are making giant strides. As we gaze at the stars and wonder, but also ponder the 

myriad of questions it brings up, remember we are stargazers because from the stars is 

where we are all from. 

 

 


